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 THE "FREEDOM SUIT":

 Feminism and Dress Reform in
 the United States, 1848-1875

 AMYKESSELMAN

 State University of New York College at New Paltz

 The dress-reform movement, often misrepresented as a fad of women's rights leaders, was in fact

 a distinct movement with roots in nineteenth-century health reform. It represents a different
 brand of feminism from that of the women's rights movement and a "road not taken" by
 nineteenth-century feminism. Dress reformers were committed to an exemplary action model of
 social change that assumed that a few intrepid individuals who had the courage to live according
 to principle could inspire enough other people to transform the world The women's rights
 leaders, on the other hand, were determined to build a movement capable of changing social,
 political, and economic institutions and believed compromises were necessary to do so. The
 debate between the two groups illustrates the tension between personal transformation and
 political change that has often appeared in feminist movements.

 The dress-reform movement appears in most historical accounts of nine-
 teenth-century feminism as a passing phase of the women's rights move-
 ment-a colorful but brief moment in which Amelia Bloomer, Elizabeth
 Smith Miller, Elizabeth Cady Stanton, and others donned what came to be
 known as the "bloomer" costume.

 Recent research by Donegan (1986), Leach (1980), and Cayleff (1987)
 has demonstrated that dress-reform efforts did not end after the women's

 rights leaders lengthened their skirts and discarded their trousers but lived
 on, nurtured primarily by advocates of the health-reform movement known

 as water "cure" or "hydropathy." Throughout the 1850s and 1860s, they
 promoted an alternative form of dress for women that, while it lives in history
 as the bloomer costume, was most frequently called "reform dress."

 Mid-nineteenth-century dress reform was an example of what Thompson
 (1964) has called the "blind alleys" or "lost causes" that are an essential part
 of a developing movement. Its history reveals the pressures on the emerging
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 women's rights movement to modify its challenge to prevailing notions of
 femininity. The dress reformers represent a different response to this pressure
 and a different brand of feminism from that of the leadership of the women's

 rights movement. The debate between the two groups illustrates a tension
 that recurs frequently in the history of feminism, a tension between the
 promise of personal transformation and the radical vision it evokes and the
 need to develop popular support for fundamental social change. In tracing
 the history of the mid-nineteenth-century efforts to reform women's dress,
 this article will focus on the competing models of social change represented
 by the dress reformers and the women's rights leadership.

 THE ORIGIN OF THE REFORM DRESS

 The role that dress plays in reinforcing and communicating gender rela-
 tions was particularly apparent among the middle and upper classes in mid-
 nineteenth-century America. Ladies were ensconced in six to eight heavy
 petticoats, long, dragging skirts, constraining corsets, and tight sleeves-
 attire admirably suited to life as a decorative toy and little else. Criticism of
 women's fashions came from various sources. Newspapers frequently ridi-

 culed the long skirts that swept up dust and rubbish as they dragged along
 the street, and doctors often warned against the hazards of lacing corsets too

 tightly (Kunzle 1982).
 A more fundamental challenge to conventional feminine attire emerged

 from the interaction of three radical movements of the antebellum period: the

 Oneida Community, the health-reform movement, and the women's rights
 movement. The early history of the reform dress illustrates the close social
 and political connections among these antebellum reforms.

 In 1848, John Humphrey Noyes, founder of the Oneida Community, wrote

 in his first annual report:

 Woman's dress is a standing lie. It proclaims that she is not a two legged animal,
 but something like a churn standing on castors! When the distinction of the
 sexes is reduced to the bounds of nature and decency, a dress will be adopted
 that will be at the same time the most simple and the most beautiful; it will be
 the same, or nearly the same for both sexes. (cited in Robertson 1970, 294)

 Later that year, three of the women of Oneida Community implemented
 Noyes's suggestion, cutting their skirts to just below the knee and making
 trousers out of the discarded material (Robertson 1970; Tillotson 1885).

 It was an idea whose time had come for many reform-minded women.
 Fanny Kemble, the Shakespearean actress, appeared in a similar costume in
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 Lenox, Massachusetts, in 1849 and, according to Amelia Bloomer's news-
 paper, The Lily, was greeted with derisive sneers by the local press (The Lily
 February 1851, 13).

 The new costume, modeled after the dress of Moslem women, met a
 particularly warm reception among practitioners and advocates of hydro-
 pathy or water cure, a health system that combined various forms of water
 therapy, such as baths, compresses, and wet sheets with an austere diet and
 temperance in all things (Water Cure Journal June 1850). Hydropathists
 harshly criticized regular medical practitioners for encouraging dependence
 on doctors and medicines. They championed instead the "three physicians:
 water, exercise and diet" and preached self-help and preventive medical
 treatment. Hydropathy was extremely popular during the mid-nineteenth
 century and, as Cayleff (1987) has pointed out, presented serious competition
 to the "regular" physicians. The Water Cure Journal, voice of the water-cure
 movement, was one of the most widely read health periodicals of its day.
 Water cure could be practiced at home, both with the help of hydropathic
 practitioners and by the educated layperson guided by self-help books, case
 studies, and suggestions in the Water Cure Journal. For those people who
 could afford it, two hundred water-cure establishments, most in bucolic
 settings, offered respite from the demands of daily life. Patrons of these
 water-cure establishments followed a vigorous regimen of exercise and water
 treatments, often rising at four or five in the morning and walking several
 miles a day.

 The prescribed role of middle-class women was particularly discordant
 with water-cure philosophy. Hydropaths challenged the prevailing cult of
 ladylike delicacy and weakness and urged women to engage in physical labor
 and exercise in the open air. Women water-cure practitioners were particu-
 larly active in elaborating a vision of healthily active womanhood, and they
 frequently decried fashions that forced "our ladies to totter and hobble along
 like a cripple or a fettered criminal [sic]" (Gove 1846, 54). They encouraged
 women patrons of water-cure establishments to discard constraining clothing
 in favor of a costume similar to that worn by Kemble and the Oneida women.

 In 1850, the Water Cure Journal began calling for alternatives to contempo-
 rary women's fashions, and readers wrote in with suggested costumes. Most
 of the proposed costumes resembled the Oneida dress- a loose-fitting, short
 dress and a pair of trousers. Between 1850 and 1853, the Water Cure Journal

 was filled with dress-reform arguments, fashion plates, and exultant testimo-

 nials from women who had adopted the new costume, which they described
 with various names, such as the "short dress," "the shorts," "Turkish dress,"
 "the Camille costume," the "American costume," and, most frequently, "the
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 reform dress" (see, for example, Water Cure Journal February 1850, June
 1850, September 1850, February 1851, August 1851). Mary Gove Nichols
 proclaimed that "the day of woman's freedom has dawned" (Water Cure
 Journal August 1851, 30).

 THE WOMEN'S RIGHTS

 LEADERS ABANDON THEIR CHAINS

 Elizabeth Smith Miller was responsible for introducing the reform dress
 to the women's rights community, and contemporaries generally agree that
 Miller was the first to wear it all the time (The Lily July 1851; Tillotson 1885).
 Miller's own account recalls her resolution, in 1850-51, to adopt an alterna-
 tive to the long, heavy skirts that "clung in fettering folds about her feet" as
 she worked in the garden, but she does not mention the source of the style
 she adopted (Miller n.d., in Smith Family Papers).1 Ida Husted Harper, Susan
 B. Anthony's biographer, suggested that the women's rights people learned
 about reform dress at water-cure establishments, while Mary Tillotson, a
 contemporary dress reformer, claimed that Miller saw the costume at Oneida,

 which was close to her home (Harper 1899; Tillotson 1885).2
 After donning her new attire, Miller went to Seneca Falls to visit her

 cousin, Elizabeth Cady Stanton, with whom she had often lamented "their
 common misery in the toils of crippling fashion" (Miller n.d., in Smith Family
 Papers). Impressed by her cousin's new mobility, Stanton adopted the dress,
 feeling "like a captive set free from his ball and chain" (Stanton 1971, 201).
 Amelia Bloomer, Stanton's friend and neighbor, soon decided to "lay aside
 her fetters and don the freedom suit" and in April 1851 advocated it enthusi-

 astically in her newspaper, The Lily. Women's rights activists saw conven-
 tional women's dress as a "badge of degradation" and recognized its role in
 enforcing female passivity. "Depend upon it Lucretia," wrote Stanton to
 Lucretia Mott, "that woman can never develop in her present drapery. She is
 a slave to her rags" (Stanton and Blatch 1922, 2:45). In September 1851, in
 response to her readers' requests, Amelia Bloomer published a woodcut of
 herself in her new dress, and, despite her disclaimers, the costume acquired
 her name (The Lily June 1851, 39). Several other women's rights leaders
 began wearing the dress, and the bloomer costume became indelibly associ-
 ated in the public mind with feminism.

 The readers of The Lily responded enthusiastically to the new costume,
 and The Lily's circulation increased rapidly after advocating dress reform.
 For the next three years, reform dresses appeared all over the country. They
 were sure to be found at temperance, health-reform, and women's rights
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 meetings, but fashionable versions also made an occasional appearance at
 social gatherings (see, for example, Leach 1980, 257; The Lily April 1851,
 June 1851, November 1852; Water Cure Journal April 1853).

 BACKLASH AND RETREAT

 While reaction from the popular press was at first mixed and occasionally
 favorable, by 1852 ridicule became dominant in the media treatment of the
 new costume. Satirical cartoons and comments abounded, abusive jingles
 were heard on the street, and on a number of occasions, women wearing
 reform dress were surrounded by hecklers. The women's rights activists were
 somewhat stunned by the hostility, but for a while they stood fast, urging each

 other to "let the weal and woe of humanity be everything to us but their praise

 and their blame be of no account" (Stanton in The Lily April 1851, 12).
 "Having experienced the blessings of freedom," wrote Bloomer, "we cannot
 rivet the chains upon ourself again, even to gain the good will, or to avoid
 the frowns of slavish conservatism" (The Lily July 1852, 11).

 After a while, however, the costs of continuing to wear the new costume
 began to appear greater than the benefits. The women's rights leaders,
 according to Stanton,

 soon found that the physical freedom enjoyed did not compensate for the
 persistent persecution and petty annoyances suffered at every turn. To be rudely
 gazed at in public and private, to be the conscious subjects of criticism, and to
 be followed by crowds of boys in the street, were all, to the last degree,
 exasperating. (quoted in Stanton and Blatch 1922, 1:172)

 Susan B. Anthony recalled with irritation, "The attention of my audience was
 fixed upon my clothes instead of my words" (quoted in Harper 1899, 1:117),
 and Amelia Bloomer was forced to admit that "the reform dress is quite
 obnoxious to the public" (quoted in Bloomer 1975, 70). One by one, most of
 the women's rights leaders lengthened their skirts and breathed a collective
 sigh of relief at being able to move through the world again "unnoticed and
 unknown" (Stanton and Blatch 1922, 1:174).3

 Since women's fashions had received so much criticism from popular
 periodicals and orthodox physicians as well as reformers, the ferocious
 reaction of the public to the appearance of the reform dress was surprising to
 many of its advocates.4 "Why," asked a "well wisher" of the Water Cure
 Journal, "are so many struck with such 'holy horror' at the sight of a
 Bloomer? . . . Why is the character of a woman so suddenly changed when
 a few inches from the length of her dress disappear?" (January 1853, 20).
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 The U.S. Magazine pointed out with irony that women's fashions had been
 a common subject of derision in the press for some time, but "when an effort
 is made to substitute a costume which admits of health and energy and grace

 besides, every newspaper in the land rises up to 'cry aloud and spare not lest
 women are stepping out of their sphere and assuming man's attire' " (quoted
 in The Sibyl 1 November 1856, 66).

 Some contemporaries blamed the dry goods industry for conspiring
 against the new style, since it reduced the amount of fabric used in women's
 dress (Tillotson 1885). To most observers, however, the ferocity of the
 response seemed to be provoked by the association of the reform dress with
 women's rights. A historian of the water-cure movement, for example,
 maintained that the "hydropathic costume suffered when women prominent
 in the suffrage movement adopted it" (Legan 1971, 275).

 The American public recoiled in terror from the threat to gender distinc-
 tions represented by the combination of reform dress and women's rights.
 The new costume, particularly its most controversial feature, trousers, stirred
 up the public's deepest fears about femininity, masculinity, and the division
 of labor. The cartoons of John Leech in the London magazine Punch were
 reprinted widely in the United States and set the tone for the anti-bloomer
 ridicule. Almost all of these cartoons depicted women dressed in caricatures
 of the reform costume (usually featuring skirts much shorter than those of
 the typical reform dress) who were usurping various male prerogatives, from
 proposing marriage to smoking cigars. The "strong-minded American
 woman" of the Punch cartoons betrayed in her posture and activity, as well
 as her dress, a disdain for all the conventions of femininity. Critical comments
 about the bloomer costume frequently decried the "unsexing" of women.

 The reform dress became a symbol of everything that was threatening
 about feminism: women shaping their lives in accordance with their own
 needs, women declaring independence from male approval, women doing or
 wearing what had been traditionally reserved for men. "If the Bloomer
 costume had come from a Paris milliner," wrote Angelina Grimke, one of the
 few women's rights activists to wear the costume after 1854, "it would have

 been welcomed in Boston, New York and Philadelphia, but as it is the only
 dress which has ever been adopted from principle, from a desire in woman
 to fit herself for daily duty- as it is the outbirth of a state of mind which soars

 above the prevalent idea of the uses of woman, therefore it shocks the taste"
 (The Sibyl 1 October 1857, 247).

 The attacks on the reform dress clarified the meaning of femininity in
 nineteenth-century America. Mary Tillotson, who joyously adopted the
 reform dress in 1851 after reading about it in the Water Cure Journal,
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 observed that men, whose "social training had perverted their affections and
 had clouded their reason" were threatened by the independence implied by
 the reform dress. "Here is our perplexity," she imagined men saying, "we
 can't feel any gallantry for you -your appearance don't [sic] say, 'Please
 hand me into the carriage sir' "(Tillotson 1873, 7).

 It soon became clear to the women's rights leaders that women as well as
 men were threatened by the reform dress. An editorial in Godey 's Lady 's Book
 (May 1853, 404) objecting that the new costume did not adequately conceal
 variations in the female figure, may have touched a nerve among women who
 were dependent on male approval for their very livelihood. Departing from
 established standards of female attractiveness might increase the risk of being
 exposed as inadequate.

 Sensing this fear, the women's rights leaders reasoned that more basic
 changes would have to occur before women would be able to challenge
 conventional notions of beauty. They were not at this point in complete
 agreement about which change was most crucial. For Susan B. Anthony, it
 was the vote; once able to affect the world with the ballot, women would be

 able to define themselves and their clothing. For Elizabeth Cady Stanton, it
 was the institutions and beliefs that perpetuated marriage and maternity as
 the sole objects of women's lives. For Bloomer, it was the "superficial and
 trivial" education of women that made it impossible for most women to "feel
 the need" and "understand the benefits" of dress reform (Bloomer 1857, 2).
 For Frances Gage, it was the law. "We must own ourselves under the law
 first," maintained Gage, "own our bodies, our genius, our consciences; then
 we will turn to the lesser matter of what shall be the garniture of the body"
 (Gage 1855 in Stanton, Anthony, and Gage 1970, 842). All agreed with Lucy
 Stone, however, that woman's "miserable style of dress" was "a consequence
 of her present vassalage not its cause" (The Sibyl 1 July 1857, 197) and that
 social and political institutions would have to be changed before most women
 would challenge prevailing standards of femininity for the sake of health and
 freedom.5

 THE DRESS REFORM ASSOCIATION

 Not all feminists were in agreement with the leadership of the women's
 rights movement. The dress reformers who emerged from the water-cure
 community continued to wear the reform dress, and in doing so they articu-
 lated an alternative approach to women's liberation. In 1856, after it became
 clear that the women's rights movement was not according dress reform a
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 high priority, a group of stalwarts organized the Dress Reform Association.
 The association was dedicated to working for "reform in women's dress,
 especially in regard to long skirts, tight waists and all other styles and modes

 which are incompatible with good health, refined taste, simplicity, economy
 and beauty." Members pledged to "attire our persons fitly for the full battle
 of life" (The Sibyl 9 September 1856, 27).

 The Dress Reform Association was centered in central New York but drew

 significant support from the midwest frontier. The Dress Reform Association

 held annual conventions until 1864 and cheered each other on in the pages
 of The Sibyl, edited by Lydia Sayer Hasbrouck of Middletown, New York,
 and later in the Laws ofLife, edited by Harriet Austin of Dansville, New York.

 Water-cure practitioners figured prominently in the leadership of the associ-
 ation, and its ideology was a mixture of women's rights and health reform
 fused by the perfectionist belief in the socially redemptive power of individ-
 ual righteousness.

 In 1858, The Sibyl published a list of 403 women who wore reform dress.
 These lone reformers often endured harassment in their home towns, but they
 gave each other "mutual strength" on occasional visits to water-cure estab-
 lishments and in letters to dress-reform periodicals, encouraging each other
 to ignore the "idle jeers of the unthinking multitude" (The Sibyl 1 November
 1856, 69).

 While the Dress Reform Association condemned institutions, laws, and
 customs that oppressed women, they believed that change should begin with
 the individual rather than social institutions. A scathing letter written by
 Gerrit Smith to his cousin, Elizabeth Cady Stanton, was frequently quoted
 in the literature of the new association. While Smith conceded that dress was

 an "outgrowth and a symbol of women's oppression rather than a cause," he
 criticized the women's rights leaders for abandoning the reform dress and
 returning to clothing that "both marks and makes their impotence." "What
 ever the moral war," he admonished, "those who wage it must first conquer
 themselves." 6

 Dress reformers saw themselves as participants in a crusade to create an
 ideal society in which women and men lived in equality with each other, in
 harmony with nature and blessed by God. The battleground of this crusade
 was, for the dress reformers, not the courts or the legislatures, but the daily
 life of individuals. Before women could be accepted as autonomous beings,
 according to the dress reformers, they must develop new attitudes and habits.
 "Woman's strife for public power," wrote The Sibyl, "must ever remain
 crippled until she shows to the world that she has the strength to sustain an
 individualized character." The dress reformers held women as well as men
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 responsible for the condition of women, "men for oppressing and women for
 consenting to be oppressed" (The Sibyl 1 September 1856, 36). As Regina
 Morantz (1977) has pointed out, dress reform was, for them, a "moral
 imperative." The dress reformers believed that "unjust laws and every other
 disability under which woman suffered were but offshoots growing out of
 her dependent condition." They argued that woman would remain dependent
 "until she could by her own efforts prove to be self reliant and self supporting
 which she could never do with her present style of dress." Rights, they
 believed, "have their root in character and not in legislative enactment" (The
 Sibyl 1 July 1859, 36).

 The different theories articulated by the women's rights movement and
 the Dress Reform Association dictated different strategies. In order to effect
 the changes necessary to emancipate women, the women's rights people
 needed broad-based support. The period during which they wore the reform
 dress was an episode that taught them the risks of alienating their constitu-
 ency. Reflecting on the dress-reform argument many years later, Susan B.
 Anthony commented,

 I learned the lesson then that to be successful, a person must attempt but one
 reform. By urging two, both are injured, as the average mind can grasp and
 assimilate but one idea at a time. I have felt ever since that experience that if I
 wished my hearers to consider the suffrage question, I must not present the
 temperance, the religious, the dress, or any other besides, but must confine
 myself to suffrage. (quoted in Harper 1899, 1:117)

 The dress reformers, however, were sustained not by a popular movement
 but by their sense of personal development, a feeling of community, and their
 belief in the moral righteousness of their often-vilified choice of clothing.
 "She had taken upon her the cross," wrote The Sibyl's Nettie Linwood of the
 model reformer Blanche Howard, a fictionalized version of Lydia Sayer
 Hasbrouck. "She had entered upon that hated arena, a reformer's life.
 Blanche Howard derived her strength from God. This was well for her, for
 without this feeling of strength in the righteousness of her cause, she must
 have faltered in the future struggles she was designed to meet" (The Sibyl
 1 July 1856, 1-2). The dress reformers believed that social change would
 occur as a result of the exemplary behavior of reformers. If a few intrepid
 souls had the strength to act in accordance with the laws of God and nature,
 the rest of society would ultimately be inspired to emulate them.

 The two groups carried on a lively debate throughout the 1850s and 1860s
 in both private letters and public forums. The dress reformers accused the
 women's rights leaders of being "Arnolds to the cause of humanity." The
 women's rights leaders affirmed their belief in the need to change women's
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 fashions but reiterated their conviction that social, political, and economic
 institutions must be changed before women would be able to choose freely
 their style of dress. "Let us have power," argued Frances Gage, "to control
 as well as to earn and to own; then will each woman adjust her dress to her
 relation in life" (Stanton, Anthony, and Gage 1969, 842). The dress reformers
 complained that they were treated as an embarrassment at women's rights
 events (Tillotson 1885, 61), and the women's rights leaders objected to the
 frequently personal attacks of the dress reformers (Leach 1980, 256).

 The dress reformers represented a style of reform that was fast fading
 away. Their insistence on living a pure life, their emphasis on moral testi-
 mony, and their scorn for political protest made them seem hopelessly
 sectarian as the reform movements of the post-Civil War period sought to
 influence public policy and to appeal to a broader spectrum of people. Dress
 reform depended upon what Walters has called a "commitment to reform as
 a style of life" that characterized antebellum reform and faded after the Civil
 War. The day of the uncompromising reformer, steadfastly living a pure life
 in harmony with moral and physical principles, had, at least temporarily,
 passed away.

 By the 1860s, the dress reformers had become isolated not only from the
 organized women's rights movement but from much of the water-cure com-
 munity as well. Discussion of dress reform in the Water Cure Journal had
 diminished markedly since 1854, appearing almost exclusively in the contri-
 butions of Harriet Austin and James Jackson, leaders in the dress-reform

 movement. The Sibyl reported that it had been refused advertising in the
 Water Cure Journal, charging that the journal had given the dress-reform
 movement the "cold douche" (1 February 1858, page illegible). The Sibyl,
 which had infused the dress-reform movement with a crusading feminist
 spirit, ceased publication in 1864. Laws of Life continued to champion dress
 reform and women's right to a healthy, active life, but its primary commit-
 ment was to hygiene and natural living rather than to the emancipation of
 women.

 Some advocates of the reform dress attempted to rescue the costume from
 obloquy by new names that, they hoped, would disassociate it from the furor
 of the bloomer costume. Mary Tillotson, an active member of the Dress
 Reform Association, called the costume the science costume in her 1885
 history of the dress-reform movement. Harriet Austin and James Jackson
 insisted that their version of the dress, which they called the American
 costume, was as different from the bloomer costume as the elephant is from
 a rhinoceros. In fact, the two costumes were very similar and shared the
 controversial trousers and short skirts (Laws of Life 1 August 1860, 115).
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 Reform dresses remained an object of ridicule no matter what they were
 called. Robertson reports that "after the first and continuing outcry against
 the Oneida Community's heterodox theology and their even more heterodox
 'social theory'-complex marriage-the feature most universally vilified
 and satirized was the costume of the Community women- the short dress"
 (Robertson 1970, 294). A similar struggle with notions of respectability
 confronted Ellen White, founder of the Seventh-Day Adventists, when she
 attempted to convert the women of her faith to the reform dress. White had
 been influenced by the health-reform ideas of Harriet Austin and James
 Jackson and spent some time at their water-cure establishment, Our Home,
 in Dansville, New York, where short skirts were worn. Although White was
 repulsed at first by Harriet Austin's "masculine appearance," she later advo-
 cated a modified version of the American costume for Adventist women.

 After six years of controversy, however, she abandoned the idea because of
 the social ostracism it inflicted on its wearers (Numbers 1976).

 In the 1870s there was some revival of interest in dress reform. While

 styles of dress for women had changed, they had not become much more
 conducive to physical activity. Mary Tillotson organized the American Free
 Dress League to promote the science costume, but the organization lasted only
 three years and was plagued by internal dissension (Tillotson 1885, 37, 40).

 In 1874, Abba Woolson, working with the Boston Woman's Club, began
 to explore ways to make women's clothing "more healthful, artistic and
 serviceable." The Boston women, however, were not unmindful of the
 lessons of history. They learned from the bloomer incident that

 any reform in woman's dress, which should produce a marked and sudden
 alteration in her appearance would find favor with but a few and that these few,
 however heroic, must ultimately yield to the prejudices of the many. Thus the
 wisest efforts would result in defeat, unless due deference were paid to the
 force of custom and to the conventional standards by which every innovation
 must be judged. (Woolson 1874, viii)

 By paying deference to the "forces of custom," the new dress reformers were

 severing the connection to what Leach (1980, 214) has called the "stubbornly
 sectarian" heritage of the earlier dress-reform movement. Woolson's adop-
 tion of a more pragmatic approach to change may have enhanced the chances
 of influencing prevailing fashion. Simultaneously, however, the new dress
 reformers were sacrificing the visionary context in which dress reform had
 been argued by the members of the Dress Reform Association. What
 Donegan has called the "moral fundamentalism" (1986, 163) of the earlier
 dress reformers also included, on the part of at least some, a willingness to
 embrace the challenge to gender that dress reform posed. Mary Tillotson, for
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 example, commented that the "implied idea that pants are allied to power"
 in the adage that a "dominating wife wears the breeches .. is correct and
 long entangling skirts are as plain a type of general lack of power" (Tillotson
 1873, 20).

 Woolson and the Boston Woman's Club, however, were determined to
 avoid any new "defeat to dishearten reformers in the future," since they felt
 that the earlier dress-reform efforts had not only been a failure but "unques-
 tionably delayed the advent of . . . a permanent reform of the dress of
 American women" (Woolson 1874, xi). The Boston Woman's Club adopted
 instead a piecemeal approach to reform, resigning themselves to the "neces-
 sary evil" of skirts and focusing their attention on underwear, thereby
 avoiding the hostility that a more frontal attack on fashion had provoked
 (Woolson 1874, 231).

 CONCLUSION

 The tension between the impulse toward personal transformation and the
 need for social change is a recurring theme in feminist movements. The sup-
 port that feminism offers for women's efforts to become stronger, freer, and
 more independent is a central feature of feminism's appeal to women. The
 reform dress, although it subjected nineteenth-century feminism to ridicule
 and abuse, represented an empowering vision of a world of diminished
 gender distinctions in which women dressed for activity and comfort rather
 than male approval. Abandoning it did in some ways represent a loss for the
 women's rights movement of a spirit of daring and a symbol of liberation. Its
 demise can be seen as part of a quest for respectability that ultimately led the
 women's movement to fight for suffrage within a narrowed vision.

 On the other hand, the Dress Reform Association's emphasis on personal
 transformation as a substitute for, rather than a supplement to, social and
 political change resulted in isolation and rigidity. Their harsh judgments of
 those who did not adhere to their model of "self-conquest" doomed them to
 marginality in a world in which moral perfectionism had lost its relevance
 for most social and political reformers. The challenge for feminism was to
 encourage women to change their lives as fully as possible, at the same time
 making the movement accessible and sympathetic to women who chose
 various approaches to personal change. When, for example Paulina Wright
 Davis, one of the founders of the women's rights movement, expressed her
 fear that Elizabeth Cady Stanton would find her "weak" and "compromising"
 for failing to adopt the reform dress when other women's rights leaders did,
 she illustrated the dangers of seeing a particular personal change as a litmus
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 test of movement commitment (Davis 1851, in Elizabeth Cady Stanton
 Papers). The story of the reform dress illustrates the difficulties involved in
 sustaining a vision of social and personal transformation while building a
 movement that is capable of changing the political and social power relations.
 It is a story that is about much more than clothing; it raises issues that continue

 to confront feminism today.

 NOTES

 1. There are two accounts in the Smith family papers, both written by Elizabeth Smith
 Miller. One gives 1850 and the other 1851 as the year in which Miller adopted the short dress.

 2. There are a number of versions of the origin of reform dress, including one in The Sibyl
 that suggests that a similar costume was worn in gymnasiums in other countries as well as the

 United States (September 1857, 213). For other versions, see The Lily (July 1851, 55) and the
 Water Cure Journal (May 1851, 116).

 3. For other comments about the women's rights leaders' decision to abandon the reform
 dress, see letter from Amelia Bloomer to Edwin Houghton in Jeanette Bailey Cheeck papers;
 Elizabeth Smith Miller, undated manuscript in Smith family papers; letter to Elizabeth Cady
 Stanton from Sarah Grimke, and letters to Susan B. Anthony and Lucy Stone from Elizabeth
 Cady Stanton in Stanton Papers, Library of Congress. See also Henshaw (1955) for a full
 discussion.

 4. For a discussion of the attacks on the tight lacing of corsets led by Punch, see Kunzle
 (1982).

 5. The writings of the women's rights activists who abandoned the reform dress in the late

 1850s often noted that a good deal of opposition was encountered by both men and women.
 Stanton and Gage both elaborated their position on the dress question in response to Gerrit's
 Smith criticism of the leaders of the women's rights movement (Stanton, Anthony, and Gage
 1969, 1:839-44). For Bloomer's views, see letter to Edwin B. Houghton, 16 November 1857, in
 Jeanette Bailey Cheeck Papers, Schlesinger Library.

 6. Smith's letter was widely reprinted in periodicals of the period. A copy can be found in
 the Gerrit Smith Papers (on microfilm). It is also included in the appendix of Stanton, Anthony,
 and Gage (1969).
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